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Many of the world's most popular word games are based on anagrams. In this volume you can find

the anagrams, if they exist, of ANY set of 4 to 8 letters.This makes this anagram dictionary perfect

for addicts of Scrabble, Words With Friends, Bananagrams, and dozens of other unscrambling

games and puzzles.
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This is my 3rd Totally Unfair Guide purchase, and I love them all, but this one just might be my

favorite. It's so easy to use. Just type in the letters you have for Scrabble or Words with Friends into

your Kindle (in alphabetical order) with a : after the letters, and you get words to beat the pants off of

anyone you're playing. Also, if you want to know if the word has anagrams, just type the word in, the

book is searched, and then PRESTO! You see all the words. (BTW, anagrams for PRESTO that I

just looked up: Opters, poster, repost and tons more!) It's so awesome! I feel like a total geek, but I

can't help just typing in random letters and words and seeing what comes up. This is so COOL. I

can't wait to get onto Facebook, and start winning!A technical note: I was so eager to use the guide



that I tried to search for words about 1 min. after I downloaded the book. I get an error message

saying that my Kindle hadn't indexed the book yet, but within 5 min. the book was indexed, and I

was looking up words. The format looks great and is easy to read. Can't recommend this enough.

Love the info and this type of book electronically is totally brilliant!

After jumping thru' a few hoops and driving myself insane searching, I decided I should have taken

advice from some experts and just stayed with my Google product, Word Search. $2.99 is not such

an awful price to pay for a lesson well learned...When you take the time to read a review, PAY

ATTENTION..!!

This is a great little book especially for people like me who are addicted to word games!I

recommend it to all wordies!

I liked the concept which organizes letters into alphagrams and tells the words that can be made,

but the delivery [Google Reader] doesn't work since I can't search it. Moving one page or randomly

through the book is frustrating. This might be useful in book form where I could look it up, like a

dictionary, or in another reader, but just a page after page list of alphagrams with their unscrambled

words is not useful - to me.

As an occassional scrabble player, I'm always looking for ways to improve my scores. This e-book

is a great choice for beginning or practiced scrabble players. Use this information to get better

scores and your opponents will wonder how you do it.

OK idea, but there are online cheats that do the same thing. Hyperlinks are not allowed here, but

Google "Scrabble Word Cheat". Works great. I have found lot's of eight letter weird words. This

book is free at this moment, but I'll stick with my online cheat. Just bring up the cheat page in a

separate tab from the game page you are playing.

Simple to use, with lots of different anagrams for many of the words I've looked up, using the simple

instructions at the beginning of the book. I love getting Derek McKenzie's '' Word of the Day" on my

Mac every day, so it's like I'm asking a really clever friend to help when I'm stuck!

Derek has a great way of presenting unusual (to me, a novice Scrabble player) words in a



memorable format. My scores have gone up since reading his ebooks and getting his emails... what

more to say?! Thanks, Derek
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